FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

PDES, Inc. Welcomes El-Com Systems to the PDES, Inc. Consortium
Dallas, TX – April 16, 2021

PDES, Inc. has welcomed El-Com Systems to the consortium as an Industry 7 Participant. El-Com Systems expertise in electronic interconnect and wire harness will enable them to bring electrical manufacturing expertise to ISO 10303 standard and facilitate interoperability with their manufacturing partners and suppliers.

By taking part in the consortium, El-Com Systems will improve the exchange of electrical manufacturing and engineering data by utilizing the existing ISO 10303 Model-based 3D Engineering standard, facilitating interoperability with their customers, factories, and suppliers. El-Com Systems’ manufacturing expertise will increase the robustness of the standards as they provide real-world requirements to the standards developers.

“We look forward to El-Com Systems participation in PDES, Inc., with their focus on the realm of Electrical Wire Harness Interoperability and Manufacturing. They will be a strong addition to the Electrical Wire Harness Interoperability Forum. This will allow us to much more effectively perform our tasks, improve quality and reduce cost while delivering on time.” said Dr. Michael Jahadi, President and Chairman of PDES, Inc.

Arik Vrobel, President of El-com Systems, stated, “We are very excited to be involved with the PDES Inc. and the Electrical Wire Harness Interoperability Forum, and we look forward to providing technical support and manufacturing engineering expertise for further development and testing of the standards. We believe the standardization of Electrical Wire Harness data is an important step in reducing the cost & complexity of sub-contracting for the Aerospace & Defense industries.”.

El-Com Systems is a leader of electronic interconnect manufacturing and solutions, specializing in complex cable assemblies and wire harnesses for high-reliability products and industries. El-Com Systems has been serving industry and technology leaders among Fortune 500 companies for over 30 years. More information can be found at https://www.el-comsystems.com/

PDES, Inc. is a participation-based consortium focused on the development and implementation of model-based standards to support the digital enterprise. Founded in 1988, the organization includes members from Industry, Government and Academia. More information can be found at https://pdesinc.org/
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